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SUMMARY

Three starting points: understanding the historic value of Lleialtat Sant-
senca (1928), an old working class cooperative in the Sants neighbor-
hood; knowing to the detail the building’s (physical) state to maintain 
as much as possible; and being sensitive to the whole collaborative 
process launched in 2009 by neighborhood organizations to recover 
the building.

To this end, four basic objectives were set out: first, taking advantage 
of everything that could be used from the original; second, defining an
intervention strategy marking out the essential actions, conservative or 
not, allowing to recover and increase the potential uses of all those spa-
ces; third, to establish an intensive dialogue – and tense, if due – with 
context; and fourth, to develop a sustainable proposal, regarding the 
work on the existing as well as the new interventions.

The building consists of three structural bodies: the main one, onto Ol-
zinelles and Altafulla streets, houses the two main halls (old shop on 
the ground floor and atrium on the first floor); the central one, with ac-
cess from Altafulla street; and the interior one, without access from the 
street, which is L-shaped. The precarious hygiene conditions in the rest 

of the constructions, besides their being poorly connected, encouraged 
to propose a large longitudinal void, joining the three volumes and all 
their spaces – new and old – through a gradual progression, from the 
more public to the more private spaces. The void results from comple-
tely demolishing the centerline near the party wall to  Olzinelles street, 
becoming a sort of interior street, emphasized in the second structural 
volume by enlarging the existing light well. Finally, behind the last struc-
tural volume, a triple space contiguous to the void of the two previous 
volumes wraps up the sequence. The succession of voids configures 
an atrium limited by ‘new’ facades opposed to  the existing party walls, 
which show traces of the  building’s history. The atrium brings light and 
air to all the spaces, becoming the axis of the  horizontal and vertical 
circulations, and offering  new potential of use for unforeseen programs.

The existing roofs could not be used, so only the trusses in the main 
hall were maintained. A new  roof is built above the whole building, as-
sociated volumetrically to the three structural bodies: three  gable roofs, 
with cellular polycarbonate to the south and insulated metal sheet to the 
north, above metal structure, illuminate and ventilate the atrium, with 
windows in the highest corners to favor natural convection.

Multipurpose room:
- Mobile and hanging elements to adapt the 
rooms to acoustic, thermal and security 
requirements.
- These hanging elements allow to hide the 
auxiliary uses and to hierarchize the use of a 
diaphanous space.

Structural body 1
- The bar is located where the old store was.
- The multipurpose room is in the old theatre location.
- The ground floor height allows a loft for classrooms,
  secretary and management below the loft.

Structural body 2
- It contains the technical support, 
installations and services program.
- The space below the roof hosts a 
room for young and children.

Street / Atrium / Foyer
Opening of a street to organise and 
illuminate the building, from emptying 
the existing slabs attached to the 
party wall.

Scaffolding and greenhouses
- Management of the natural light, ventilation, rain and 
thermal loss using agricultural technology based roofs.
- Underfloor heating from solar energy activates the 
existing walls inertia.
- Independent fire compartments occupied by metallic 
structures - scaffolding like - for circulations.

Wood partitions
- The regular and specific functional 
programmes are placed along the original 
structures as self standing boxes of cross- 
laminated timber.
- These spaces are illuminated and 
ventilated through the atriums.

Structural body 3
- In the first floor there is the 
workshop room.
- The room for young and children 
colonizes this terrace, with a light 
greenhouse roof that defines a 
bioclimatic space.
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